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RF pulse sequences applied to IS spin systems may produce decoupling scheme (4) , recently introduced as a method for
substantial transverse antiphase S magnetization coupled to anti- canceling ordinary sidebands resulting from in-phase magne-
phase I magnetization, just prior to detection of the S signal, for tization, is also a signal-averaging technique that has been
samples containing a range of J coupling constants, or when pulse demonstrated to be effective on or near resonance and might
sequence delays are misset from ideal values. This magnetization be more generally applicable. For now, we will emphasize
is generally considered to be unobservable. Adiabatic decoupling

methods that eliminate coherence sidebands in a single tran-on the I spins during signal detection efficiently converts this mag-
sient over bandwidths appropriate to modern broadband de-netization to observable S signal in the form of sidebands which we
coupling.dub ‘‘coherence sidebands.’’ Three single-transient pulsed-field-

The importance of eliminating antiphase responses in cer-gradient methods are described for eliminating these unwanted
tain circumstances is well known. Pegg et al. (5) describedsidebands. The techniques are applicable to 1H-detected 13C-decou-

pled experiments on spectrometers operating at a 1H frequency of the use of short bursts of noise decoupling to randomize
up to 2 GHz. q 1997 Academic Press spins and cancel antiphase magnetization across the sample

via the spatial inhomogeneity of the RF field. They provided
details of experimental conditions for complete randomiza-
tion using RF probes that are much less homogeneous thanRecently (1) , we reported an effect, also seen in compos-
the present-day standard. A detailed description of the condi-ite-pulse decoupling (2) , that significantly degrades the per-
tions under which longitudinal antiphase magnetization atformance of all adiabatic decoupling schemes. If the pulse
the end of a decoupled evolution period could affect thesequence prior to decoupling creates order in the S spins
amplitude and/or phase of the detected signal was providedrelative to the I spins, subsequent coherent decoupling of
by Levitt et al. (6) . These particular effects were noted tothe I spins may convert this order to additional sideband
be undetectable in 1D spectra if the decoupler was appliedintensity. Since these sidebands are induced by the IS pulse
continuously during acquisition, in direct contrast to oursequence prior to decoupling, we will refer to them as ‘‘co-
observations of coherence sidebands using adiabatic decou-herence sidebands.’’ The problem is not readily apparent in
pling.evaluations of decoupling performance applied to idealized

The subject of this article is a related phenomenon that issamples containing a single value of the coupling constant
apparent whenever either longitudinal or transverse anti-J . The preparation pulse sequence in these cases is typically
phase magnetization is present at the start of a decoupledoptimized for the particular value of J , producing only in-
acquisition. If the S spins in an IS system are preparedphase magnetization at the start of signal acquisition. In
pure antiphase, both multiplet components having the samereal samples with a range of coupling constants, antiphase
amplitude, adiabatic decoupling produces no signal at themagnetization is also produced by the preparation sequence,
frequency of the centerband, as expected. However, we showand we find that maximum sideband intensity at each reso-
that the decoupler irradiation applied to the I spins trans-nance offset over the entire decoupled bandwidth can in-
forms unobservable quantum coherence into observable andcrease by almost an order of magnitude compared to the
reproducible S-spin signal in the form of sidebands. Theideal value attainable at a single value of J . The effect thus
magnitude of the problem is first demonstrated using a heter-presents a serious threat to the utility of adiabatic decoupling
onuclear spin-echo difference experiment (7) . The existencesequences. Asynchronous decoupling, as used in composite
of coherence sidebands is then accounted for by a standardpulse methods, is not a viable solution to the problem, since
density matrix calculation of the detected signal, given theit actually degrades the performance of adiabatic decoupling
appropriate initial conditions at the start of the decoupling(3) . A phase-cycling method using hard inversion pulses
period. Finally, methods for eliminating these sidebands inwas proposed (2) to reduce the effects of coherence side-

bands in composite-pulse decoupling. The bilevel adiabatic a single transient are verified experimentally over the full
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31COHERENCE SIDEBANDS IN ADIABATIC DECOUPLING

FIG. 1. Spectra obtained at incremented t times using the heteronuclear spin-echo difference pulse sequence (7) followed by STUD decoupling
(RFmax Å 10 kHz, the maximum B1 amplitude; Tp Å 1.1 ms, the length of a single adiabatic inversion pulse; bwdth Å 50 kHz, the total frequency sweep
during the pulse) . The results were obtained from 1H-detected 13C-decoupled spectra (two transients) generated using a sample of 13CH3I (JCH Å 150
Hz) in a 5-mm HCN triple-resonance PFG probe on a 500-MHz Varian INOVA spectrometer. (a) The decoupled centerband. (b) The sideband at
1/(2Tp) downfield from the centerband, with the vertical scale multiplied by 20 relative to (a) .

decoupled bandwidth applicable to a spectrometer operating pling constants vary from 125 to 220 Hz, so using a compro-
mise value of J Å 150 Hz to set the 1/(2J) period gives aat up to 2 Ghz.

Consider an experiment that observes the x component of corresponding variation of 0.4/J to 0.7/J in the optimal
delay times for the various constituents in the sample. Thus,S-spin magnetization while decoupling I spins. An example

is provided in Fig. 1 for on-resonance decoupling of 13CH3I according to Fig. 1, coherence sidebands will commonly
arise at levels close to maximum.(JCH Å 150 Hz) following a heteronuclear spin-echo differ-

ence sequence. In what follows, even-numbered transients In the absence of quantum-coherence terms, such as when
the t delay is set correctly in the spin-echo difference experi-refocus both chemical shift and J coupling, while odd tran-

sients refocus chemical shift only. Details of the experiment ment, the initial density matrix, r0 , is represented by the in-
phase term, Sx . The detected signal is proportional to theand decoupling parameters can be found in the figure legend.

As usual, we discuss adiabatic decoupling in terms of RFmax , expectation value of Sx , and for S spins on resonance one
obtains (8)the maximum B1 amplitude in hertz; bwdth, the total fre-

quency range swept during an adiabatic inversion pulse; and
Tp , the length of the pulse in seconds. At the top of the figure,

»Sx( t) … } (1 / n/rn0)cos
w/ 0 w0

2the experimental decoupled peak is plotted as a function of
the t delay, showing the usual J modulation of the signal.
For the optimal setting t Å 1/(2J) , the maximum sideband / (1 0 n/rn0)cos

w/ / w0

2
, [1]

intensity is found to be É0.6% at an offset of 1/Tp , where
both amplitude and offset are measured relative to the central
decoupled peak. Figure 1b shows the additional sideband where the irradiated I spins, initially in a {z state, are repre-

sented at each time t by a net rotation of w{ about an axisintensity that is induced at 1/(2Tp) as a function of the t
delay. This sideband has a maximum value of 4.6% at t Å defined by the unit vectors n{ . Ideal decoupling occurs for

w/ Å w0 and n/ Å n0 , in which case »Sx( t) … is constant1/(4J) , and 3/(4J) , and is larger than the 1/Tp sideband
at all delays except t Å 1/(2J) , where its amplitude is as a function of time, representing a pure decoupled peak at

zero frequency. The small deviations from the ideal caseclose to zero. Broadband adiabatic decoupling will be most
commonly used for 13C decoupling during 1H detection. Cou- that occur for even the best decoupling sequence impose
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32 BENDALL AND SKINNER

both amplitude and frequency modulations on the signal the decoupled bandwidth is 0.7%, and the intensity of the
1/(2Tp) sidebands in this case is less than or equal to thisthrough the time dependence of n/rn0 and w/ { w0 ,

respectively. Fourier transformation reveals the frequency value.
Figure 2b shows the large coherence sidebands that resultcomponents of this modulation as sidebands.

If there are either longitudinal or transverse antiphase from the presence of longitudinal coherence SyIz when the
delay is maximally misset at t Å 3/(4J) ( i.e., as in Fig.terms present at the beginning of signal acquisition, such as

when t is misset in Fig. 1 or after an HMQC sequence, then 1b), where there is no in-phase magnetization for odd tran-
sients. The 1/(2Tp) sideband dominates as in Fig. 1b, andfor r0 r 2SyIj ( j Å x , y , z) , we obtain
the sideband noise has also increased compared to Fig. 2a.
Sidebands produced by transverse coherence can be obtained

»Sx( t) … } (n/ / n0) j sin
w/ 0 w0

2 for comparison by applying a hard 907 pulse to the 13C spins
(i.e., 90[I]) immediately before decoupling, as shown in
Fig. 2c. Although the 1/(2Tp) sideband is substantially re-/ (n/ 0 n0)jsin

w/ / w0

2
0 (n/ 1 n0) j duced or even eliminated in this case, the sideband noise is

increased compared to Fig. 2b, so these complex coherence
sidebands are still much larger than the standard sidebands1 Fcos

w/ 0 w0

2
0 cos

w/ / w0

2 G . [2]
of Fig. 2a.

Equation [2], and Figs. 2b and 2c, shows that the observed
decoupled signal will include significant contributions fromOnly for ideal decoupling is this result equal to zero. Other-

wise, Eq. [2] indicates the existence of coherence sidebands antiphase coherence. Since separate {SyIj terms will cancel,
this suggests a simple strategy to eliminate coherence side-which are different from the ordinary sidebands implied by

Eq. [1] . However, w{ and n{ must be solved numerically for bands in a single transient—either the I or the S magnetiza-
tion in any initial SyIj term should be distributed uniformlya given decoupling sequence and specific resonance offset of

the I spins to determine the relative intensities of the side- over the interval 0 to 2p ( i.e., randomized) in an appropriate
plane. The technique will be effective to the extent thatbands. Simulations of STUD decoupling based on Eqs. [1]

and [2] confirm and extend the results of Fig. 1—coherence randomization can be produced over the full chemical shift
range of either the I or the S spins. Most pulse sequencessidebands at all decoupler offsets are significantly greater

than sidebands produced starting with in-phase magnetiza- conclude with a t delay prior to detection of the S spins, so
the appropriate spins can be randomized using pulsed fieldtion. In addition, sidebands resulting from longitudinal quan-

tum coherence in the simulations were found to be greater gradients immediately before signal acquisition.
We first apply this method to the I spins. At the end ofthan those produced by transverse coherence.

These conclusions are confirmed experimentally in Fig. the spin-echo period in each odd transient, a field gradient
pulse, G , was followed by a hard 907 pulse on the I spins,2, where sideband intensity is investigated over a decoupled

bandwidth of almost 100 kHz. In each panel of Fig. 2, the followed by an inverted field gradient pulse, 0G . Longitudi-
nal I magnetization is rotated into the transverse plane bydecoupler was offset in increments of 2 kHz. Sidebands in

the interval 80–1170 Hz downfield from the central decou- the 90[I] pulse, and then spatially randomized by the 0G
pulse. Transverse S-spin magnetization is unaffected be-pled peak are displayed at each offset. This window is suffi-

ciently wide to show all the major sidebands, which are in cause the effects of G and 0G cancel. The entire G ; 90[I] ;
0G sequence can be delivered in 100 ms or less, which isthe range 1/(10Tp) to 1/Tp . At each offset, the sideband peak

furthest to the left in the displayed portion of the decoupled short with respect to the t delay in relevant cases. Figure
2d shows the general effectiveness of this method for elimi-spectrum is the 1/Tp sideband. The 1/(2Tp) sideband is just

to the right of center of each segment of the displayed spec- nating transverse coherence. The transmitter offset for the
90[I] pulse is equal to the decoupler offset for each interval.tra. A complex series of sidebands begin just to the left of

the 1/(2Tp) sideband (the middle of each window) and ex- Sideband levels over 40 kHz of the decoupled bandwidth
are approximately equal to the standard sideband levels intend all the way to the centerband. Since these sidebands

resemble noise, but are nevertheless exactly reproducible at Fig. 2a, indicating nearly complete suppression of the coher-
ence sidebands. The reduction in effectiveness of this tech-any decoupler offset, we refer to this as ‘‘sideband noise.’’

In these examples, the dominant sideband in this noise region nique near the edge of the decoupled bandwidth is directly
related to limitations in the excitation bandwidth of a hardis the 1/(5Tp) sideband. Figure 2a shows the standard side-

bands produced by decoupling with the optimal delay, t Å 90[I] pulse at frequency offsets greater than the magnitude
of the RF field. For 13C decoupling, a coverage of about 401/(2J) . The relatively flat profile of maximum sideband

intensity as a function of decoupler offset is characteristic kHz is almost the maximum bandwidth required for a future
1-GHz spectrometer.of hyperbolic secant decoupling (1, 3) in the absence of

coherence sidebands. The maximum sideband intensity over Pulsed field gradients are not available on standard probe
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33COHERENCE SIDEBANDS IN ADIABATIC DECOUPLING

FIG. 2. Sideband levels obtained using a heteronuclear spin-echo difference pulse sequence as in Fig. 1 followed by STUD/ (3) decoupling (bwdth
Å 100 kHz, Tp Å 1.0 ms, RFmax Å 10.1 kHz) are displayed relative to the central decoupled peak in the interval 80–1170 Hz downfield from the
centerband. Results at 47 different decoupler frequency offsets are shown in 2-kHz increments for each panel. (a) Ideal conditions with t Å 1/(2J) ,
giving only in-phase Sx at the beginning of decoupling on the I spins. The effective decoupled bandwidth, where maximum sideband levels are relatively
uniform and the central decoupled peak is §90% of the on-resonance decoupled peak height, is ú94 kHz. (b) Least ideal conditions with t Å 3/(4J) ,
giving only antiphase SyIz at the beginning of I-spin decoupling for odd transients. This scenario, corresponding to real samples with a range of J
couplings, produces large coherence sidebands compared to the ideal case. (c) Coherence sidebands produced by antiphase transverse coherence at the
start of decoupling. As in (b) with a 907 pulse on 13C (90[13C], length t90 Å 12.6 ms) to produce SyIy just prior to 13C decoupling. This 90[I] pulse is
offset with the decoupler. (d) As for (c) with a G;90[13C]; 0G pulse train applied just prior to 13C decoupling. G and 0G correspond to z-axis pulsed
field gradients of opposite phase (length Å 50 ms and amplitude Å 7 G/cm). (e) As in (b) with a 90y[1H];G;900y[1H] pulse train applied just prior to
decoupling. The 1H pulses ( t90 Å 6.3 ms) are applied on resonance. For 1H offsets greater than {4 kHz (the 1H chemical shift range at 800 MHz),
coherence sidebands will not be completely suppressed by this method over the large decoupled bandwidths possible using adiabatic pulses, as shown
in (f ) . (f ) As in (e) with the same high-power 1H pulses applied 10 kHz off resonance to illustrate the performance requirements of the 1H pulses in
this method. (g) As in (b) with a 90[ 13C];90y[1H];G;900y[1H] pulse train just prior to 13C decoupling. The 90[I] pulse is offset with the decoupler
and the 90[S] pulses are applied 10 kHz off resonance. This combined method achieves complete elimination of coherence sidebands over the bandwidth
necessary for a 2-GHz spectrometer, as described in the text.

configurations, but as is usual in such cases, there is an SyIy) . In the G ; 90[I] ;0G method, the I-spin magnetization,
which is randomized in the transverse plane by G , is trans-equivalent phase-cycled method. If the 90[I] pulse prior to

decoupling is cycled as 90{y[I] for the odd transients in the formed to the yz plane by a 90y[I] pulse and then the subse-
quent 0G pulse refocuses the transverse components to re-spin-echo difference experiment, this generates {SyIx terms

in successive odd transients and achieves results that are form 50% of the initial Ix or Iy magnetization. On the other
hand, if the antiphase I magnetization is known to be alongindistinguishable from the results shown in Fig. 2d.

These two examples illustrate the effectiveness of generat- a particular axis, and the phase of the 90[I] pulse is chosen
to be orthogonal to this axis, the phase-cycled method willing opposed pairs of coherence terms which self cancel,

thereby eliminating their attendant sidebands. Both methods be effective. In some sequences the situation is simplified
by preexisting phase cycling. Thus, although a non-phase-are specific to pulse sequences which generate unwanted

antiphase longitudinal coherence (SyIz) and are only partially cycled HMQC sequence produces unwanted antiphase mag-
netization SyIj , where j Å x , y , and z , the normal phasesuccessful for initial antiphase transverse coherence (SyIx or
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34 BENDALL AND SKINNER

cycling of one of the existing 90[I] pulses in the sequence greater than {47 kHz for I spins, with S spins offset 10 kHz,
implies that the combined method achieves the necessaryeliminates any coherence sidebands from transverse magne-
transformations of S(1H) and I(13C) spins over {10 andtization, reducing the problem to one similar to the hetero-
{50 kHz, respectively, sufficient for a 2-GHz spectrometer.nuclear spin-echo sequence.

Coherence sidebands in adiabatic decoupling result fromAlternatively, the S-spin components of Sy Ij coherences
the presence of SyIj ( j Å x , y , z) terms at the start of signalcan be randomized by applying 90y[S] ; G ; 900y[S] imme-
acquisition. We have provided three simple methods whichdiately before acquisition. In-phase Sx is preserved along
eliminate these sidebands in a single transient using pulsedthe z axis, everything else is dephased by G , and then Sx is
field gradients, over bandwidths of up to 100 kHz. Theserecovered by the 900y[S] pulse. This method is potentially
techniques are based on generating {SyIj pairs which cancelmore general, as it works on any combination of Sy Ij . As
prior to decoupling. In addition to these methods, high-powershown in Fig. 2e, coherence sidebands have been elimi-
adiabatic pulses can be successfully employed as the firstnated over a decoupled bandwidth of 94 kHz for I-spin
elements of a decoupling scheme to randomize the undesireddecoupling. However, a high-power S pulse is necessary
coherence terms across the sample using the residual inho-to achieve an increased bandwidth relative to the I-spin
mogeneity of the RF probe. Alternatively, such an additionaltechniques illustrated in Fig. 2d. Although in 13C 1H sys-
broadband adiabatic inversion pulse can be used on alternatetems the hard 90[S] pulse only needs to excite spins over
transients to invert SyIj . We also note that the requirementsa 10 ppm 1H chemical shift range compared to 200 ppm
for the suppression of coherence sidebands which arise fromfor a 90[ I ] pulse on 13C, the I-spin methods depend on
adiabatic decoupling will differ between pulse sequences.the facile conversion of Iz to transverse Ixy by a 90y[ I ]
Indeed, multiple-dimensional NMR sequences which em-pulse, and the increasing phase of Ixy with resonance offset
ploy sensitivity enhancement rely on the detection of bothis not important. In contrast, the S-spin technique is much
Sx and Sy magnetization, so S-spin suppression methodsmore sensitive to resonance offset, as it fails when the
would be inappropriate in these cases. Detailed analyses of90y[ S] pulse significantly converts Sy to Sz .
these and related topics will be presented in a subsequentThe results in Fig. 2e were obtained with the 90[S] pulses
treatment.applied on resonance. Similar results are obtained if the

90[S] pulses are shifted {4 kHz off resonance, which im-
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